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Welcome
Thank you for your enquiry about our services

Since the group action was launched over two years

relating to a legal group action against Clydesdale

ago, enormous progress has been made across

Bank Plc (including Yorkshire Bank) and the National

multiple fronts.

Australia Bank.

Claims have been particularised in detail and served

If you have ever tried to deal directly with Clydesdale

on the bank, and having reviewed the banks'

or Yorkshire Bank about the mis-selling of a business

defences in detail, the legal team remains very

loan, you may have hit a brick wall at some point.

confident of the legal merits of the case.

Unfair time-barring, rejection of your complaint or
low offers of redress are all too common outcomes.
For those that have contemplated taking Clydesdale
Bank to court, you may have become overwhelmed
with the daunting prospect of litigation. Lawyers’ fees
are expensive and can quickly mount up, especially
when faced with a bank that has lots of experience in

We have secured full funding covering the legal and
other costs of the litigation to trial in the High Court if
necessary. In addition to litigation funding, we have
also purchased After the Event (ATE) insurance
which covers the group action against adverse costs
in the event the case does not succeed.

litigation. There are also adverse costs to potentially

The first court date has been set for 14th-16th

pay if you lose the case. After the event insurance

December 2020 where a case management hearing

may be available, but the premiums for these

has been scheduled, therefore I would strongly

policies can be very high. However, there is another

encourage anyone who is thinking of joining the

way.

group action to do so as soon as possible so that we

A group action can address the imbalance between
a global banking corporation and a small or medium

can add their individual claim to the ongoing
proceedings.

sized business. Joining together with other claimants

Finally, we have seen many businesses express

that are faced with similar problems can be an

their interest in what we are doing. So far, over 2,500

effective way to level the legal playing field. In fact, a

have signed up to have their claim considered and

group action may be the only way of securing proper

this continues to grow each week as we near the

access to justice.

deadline for joining.

In this regard, allSquare have teamed up with RGL
Management to provide businesses with the access
to justice that is so badly needed.

Daniel Hall
Managing Director
allSquare

Identifying the problem and solution
Clydesdale Bank and Yorkshire Bank were involved

• FOS offered you an amount of compensation

in the selling of certain types of business loan called

which was not the full amount (typically a 5 years

Tailored Business Loans (TBLs). It is thought that

fixed rate loan as a replacement product)

about 12,000 TBLs were sold to businesses across
the UK between 2000 and 2012.
Many businesses have already complained to
Clydesdale and Yorkshire Bank about their TBL to
try and recoup some of their losses. However, from

• FOS did not entertain a consequential loss claim
• The maximum award provided by FOS was
limited to £150,000 which was inadequate for
your case

our experience of dealing with Clydesdale Bank,

Many of these complaints were based on "mis-

the outcome of the investigation of the complaint is

selling". However, there is another solution. The

very often not satisfactory. Some typical outcomes

group action currently in court instead focuses on

include:

legal causes of action relating to dishonesty and

• The complaint was ‘time-barred’ so the bank did
not investigate the complaint
• The complaint was investigated and rejected
• An alternative fixed rate loan of 5 years was
included in the redress - substantially decreasing
the amount of cash redress provided
• Claims for any consequential losses were rejected
or only a small amount was offered
If you were unhappy with the outcome of your
complaint, you may have tried to take your case to
the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS). Again,
you may have experienced unsatisfactory results,
such as:
• Your business was not eligible for FOS to look
into the complaint as it is not a ‘micro-enterprise’
• FOS did look into your complaint but agreed with
the banks’ decision

fraud relating to break costs and inflated rates of
interest.

“

Tailored Business Loans or TBLs, are a particular

investment product would do. This limits the avenues

type of business bank loan which allegedly includes

of recourse available to holders of TBLs and makes

an element of interest rate hedging contained within

it more difficult to secure compensation.

the loan. TBLs were provided by Clydesdale Bank
and Yorkshire Bank.

“

”

What is a tailored
business loan?

Because TBLs were structured as commercial loans,

The sale of TBLs has caused considerable
controversy and has been subject to a Parliamentary
Select Committee Investigation in June 2014.

they are deemed to be an unregulated product and
so do not offer the same protections as a regulated

Does this group action apply to me?
By answering a few short questions, you should be
able to identify if you are able to join the group
action.
• Did you take out a business loan with Clydesdale or
Yorkshire Bank between 2000 to 2014?
• Was the business loan called a Tailored Business

”

• Did you ever try to break the business loan early
with the bank or ask about breaking the loan?

If you answer YES to any of these questions then
you potentially have a valid claim and are able to
join the group action.
Alternatively, if you are unsure if you are eligible to

Loan or was the interest on the loan fixed or

join the Group Action, simply sign the Litigation

structured in some way?

Management Agreement and we will undertake a
FREE eligibility check for you.

Already Complained?

No problem. You can still join the group
action even if:
- Your complaint has been time-barred
- Your complaint was rejected

- You have already accepted an offer
- Your business has been dissolved

About the Group Action
The group action against Clydesdale Bank Plc

The Group Action is currently well advanced and

(including Yorkshire Bank) and the National Australia

includes the following points:

Bank centres around its business loan product called
a Tailored Business Loan. In the UK, these loans
were marketed to thousands of businesses, with
particular industry sectors being targeted, such as:
- Property
- Hotels & Leisure

Millions in Litigation Funding Secured
Millions in litigation funding has been secured to pay
for the running costs incurred in the Group Action.
It is this litigation funding that pays for the world
class team to represent our interests who are more
than capable of taking on the banks.

- Farming
- Manufacturing

After the Event Insurance

The losses suffered by business customers of

This policy is to indemnify claimants against adverse

Clydesdale and Yorkshire Bank range from the

costs, so if the group action is lost, the legal costs

payment of significant loan break costs to unfair or

payable to the bank will be covered. This means

inflated rates of interest and bank charges to loss of

there is no risk to the claimant and that the claim can

business opportunity.

be done on a No Win No Fee* basis.

Dishonesty and Fraud

Consequential Losses

The group action will pursue damages for all losses

Consequential Losses could dwarf the direct

incurred. The causes of action to be pleaded include

compensation amounts potentially running into

allegations of dishonesty and fraud. Even

hundreds of thousands or millions for the claimant.

businesses which have already received some sort
of compensation payment as part of the bank’s own
“redress” procedure may be entitled to claim
damages as will business’ which have been put into
liquidation or previously dissolved.

*Cancellation fee payable if the Litigation Management
Agreement is cancelled at the customers’ request

“

”

How do I join the Group
Action?

If you are considering joining the group action

Registrants to the group action will be contacted

then you will need to take the following steps:

when the signed LMA is received, to begin to

• You have a belief that you had a business loan
with Clydesdale or Yorkshire Bank (now Virgin
Money) between 2000 and 2014. If you are
unsure if the loan is eligible for the Group
Action, then we can check for you at no cost.
• Read, sign and return the Litigation
Management Agreement.

gather the essential information about your claim.
This will include the documentary and witness
evidence, to enable us to better evaluate your
case.
The first two claim forms were issued in the High
Court in London on 1st May 2019 comprising
some 148 individual claimants. A third claim form
was issued on 15th October 2020 comprising an

• We will then review your case and let you
know if you are eligible to join the group action.

additional 368 claimants. Further waves of claim
forms are expected to be issued over the coming

• If you join the group action, we will need to

months to take the number of claimants to well

undertake an assessment of a potential

over one thousand, perhaps significantly more.

consequential loss claim.
If you are still unsure whether you want to join
the group action and require further information,
please call 0800 0830 286 or email
groupaction@allsquare.co.uk
We are also able to conduct visits to the business'
premises to explain the group action in further
detail.

“

”

Why should I join the
Group Action?

Because we are stronger together.

These include:

Clydesdale and Yorkshire Banks are no longer
offering redress through the normal complaints
handling process, so a legal process provides the
only remaining solution. 3 years in the making, the
Group Action brings together a world class legal
team, the millions in funding required to take on
the banks and a comprehensive Insurance policy
that means in the unlikely event the case is lost,
there is no risk to the Claimant. These advantages
would be prohibitively expensive and unlikely to
be achieved by individual claimants acting on their
own.

Benefiting from a 'packaged' legal solution to

There are certain advantages for your business to
join the group action rather than contemplating
proceeding on an individual basis.

resolve your dispute which includes access to:
• Leading commercial litigation solicitors and
counsel
• After the Event Insurance - this means that in
the unlikely event the Claim is unsuccessful, it
won’t cost you a penny.
• Litigation funding.
• Assessment of consequential losses by
forensic accountants, with potential inclusion
into the group action
• No fees payable unless the group action is
successful.

About the Litigation Management
Agreement (LMA)
When you request a Claim Pack for the group
action, we will send you three documents:
(1) Pre-LMA Information
(2) LMA
(3) Terms & Conditions
The LMA formalises the agreement between
you and RGL Management and it is needed to
engage with the bank on your behalf.

Q

“

&A

Your questions
answered

”

businesses to join the group action now.
Please check the deadline date contained in
your cover letter. If you have not joined the
group action by this date then it may not be
possible to add you as a claimant to the
group action at a later date.

I have already
complained. Can I
still join the group?
Yes. The group action is open to all
businesses that have been sold a Tailored
Business Loan by Clydesdale Bank or
Yorkshire Bank regardless of whether you
have previously complained to the bank or
the Financial Ombudsman Service.
If you have already accepted an offer from
your bank in “full and final” settlement, you
may still join the group action as the validity
of the banks’ settlement terms may be open
to question.

”

”

The cost of running the claims against the

Is there a time limit
on joining the Group
Action?
We are currently inviting affected

“

“

How much will it
cost me if I join the
Group Action?
Bank will be substantial, but claimants will
not be asked to contribute to the funding
unless the claim is successful. In the event
that the group action is successful (the Bank
settles the action before trial or we receive
judgment at trial), then you will receive

“

approximately 55% share of the successful
net outcome.

What happens if my
loan is not eligible to
join the Group Action?
We will simply notify you that you are not
eligible to join the Group Action and close
your case down. There will be no costs to

“

”

you if this happens.

What are the fees
payable if the Group
Action is successful?
If the Net Recoverable Amount is less than
£375M, then the fees are 45%. However, if
the Net Recoverable Amount is higher than
£375M, then the fees drop to 35%.

”

“

My company has
been dissolved. Can
I still join the Group
Action?

”

“

Yes. We are potentially able to assist
companies that have been dissolved.
As the causes of action will lie with the legal

continue to bank with Clydesdale/Yorkshire

company reinstated in order to pursue the

Bank (now Virgin Money) and may be

claim. Where it can be demonstrated that

concerned about a hostile reaction in

the actions of Clydesdale or Yorkshire Bank

response to their inclusion in a group legal

caused the business to fail, then a

action. RGL has discussed this possible

significant consequential loss claim may be

issue with the All Party Parliamentary Group

identified as well as claiming for losses

on Fair Business Banking (APPG).

incurred under the Tailored Business Loan.

“

”

”

Some potential claimants unavoidably

entity, it will be necessary to have the

How long will the
Group Action
take?

Will joining the
Group Action
adversely affect my
relationship with
Clydesdale or
Yorkshire bank?

“

Will there be any
costs if the claim is
unsuccessful.

”

This largely depends on how the legal

No. The Group Action is fully insured by the

proceedings play out in court. The claim

After The Event (ATE) insurance policy, so if

could be settled at any time prior to trial. In

the action is unsuccessful, then no fees will

the event that the claim proceeds to trial, it

be payable.

is anticipated that a trial will commence in
the latter part of 2021.

Meet the Team

Daniel Hall

James Hayward

Managing Director

Chief Executive Officer

Email: daniel.hall@allsquare.co.uk
Tel: 0113 323 1950
Daniel has over 17 years of financial services
experience including eight years in Sales and
Capital Markets roles at Barclays Investment
Bank and four years as a Treasury & Capital
Markets consultant at Deloitte. Daniel has also
been a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
charter holder since 2004 and holds a PhD in
Management from KTH Royal Institute of

James Hayward is a lawyer and investment
banker with experience in the US, UK and
Australia. He has vast experience in
identifying opportunities and managing risk
and costs associated with investing in
litigation.
He has run many large, complicated, multiparty, commercial actions and also been
involved in the litigation funding industry.

Technology.

About allSquare

About RGL Management

allSquare are one of the UK’s leading claims

RGL initiates, builds, and prosecutes large,

management companies that specialise in business

complex, commercial legal actions.

banking claims. Established in 2012, we have
assisted hundreds of business across the UK
successfully claim compensation for mis-sold
business banking loans, interest rate hedging
products, tailored business loans, pensions and

The RGL team possesses extensive expertise
and experience in law, investment banking,
accountancy, insolvency, IT, corporate
operational management, and claimant
communication.

mortgages.
Both All Square Finance Limited (FRN:
allSquare have been particularly active in assisting
businesses claim for Clydesdale and Yorkshire Bank
Tailored Business Loans across the UK and within
certain industry sectors such as farming, property,
hotels, leisure and manufacturing.

835488) and RGL Management are authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority in respect of regulated claims
management activity.

Meet the Legal Team

Andrew Onslow QC

Garbhan Shanks
Partner - Commercial Dispute Resolution

Andrew was called to the Bar in 1982 and
appointed Queen’s Counsel in 2002. He has

Garbhan is a Partner in the Commercial

a wide-ranging commercial litigation and

Disputes department at Michelmores.

arbitration practice, in particular in the fields
of banking and finance, fraud, professional
negligence and art & cultural property.
Andrew has considerable experience of
group litigation, having successfully
represented a major claimant group in the

Garbhan’s extensive experience includes
acting for and against high-net worth
individuals, corporates, financial institutions,
insurers and governments in the High Court,
Court of Appeal and House of Lords and in
numerous LCIA, ICC and ad hoc arbitrations.

RBS Rights Issue Litigation, and being
currently instructed by a major claimant group
in the Volkswagen Emissions Litigation.
Andrew is described by the legal directories
as being “very hands on and fiercely
intellectual … bright, approachable and

He has acted in a variety of matters from
financial mis-selling, civil fraud, insurance
coverage to professional negligence claims,
which have also involved parallel FCA and
FSO investigations.

extremely good in court … a very tenacious
cross-examiner.”

About Michelmores
Michelmores is a Top 100 UK full service law
firm founded over 125 years ago with currently
68 partners and more than 450 staff. It has a
strong commercial litigation, arbitration and
regulatory team operating across their London,
Bristol and Exeter offices with extensive
experience in dealing with heavy weight,
complex and high value litigation.
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Case Study 1
Name:

Carol Hack

Business: Capernwray Dive Centre
Location:

Near Over Kellet, Lancashire

Bank:

Yorkshire Bank (a trading division of Clydesdale)

Period:

Loans taken out from 2002 to 2007. Problems
arose from February 2009 to December 2009.

Yorkshire Bank undertook actions without
explanation. They instigated a revaluation
process and then ignored the findings,
calling in a loan balance of £870K. They
refused to release funds and then when
Carol tried to leave, they presented her
with a previously unknown break cost of
£11K.
Carol’s Story

sold. Carol had to fund the remaining construction
work herself, having no choice but to take on a large
amount of short-term debt at high interest rates. She
did this by using credit cards, high-rate mortgages
and borrowing from people she knew. Carol
managed to reduce the debt, but just before the
move to her new bank, Yorkshire Bank revealed the
existence of an alleged break cost of £11,000 that
had not been mentioned before. Thankfully,
Handelsbanken agreed to cover this and the

Carol started banking with Yorkshire Bank in 2002

business refinanced and moved out of Yorkshire

when she took out a loan to fund the construction of

Bank’s control in December 2009.

new facilities at her dive centre. The original loan
was later increased, and the bank gave her a £1.1m

Consequences

loan in 2007 to fund the second phase of her

Carol’s husband, Dave, suffered a breakdown due

development plan, the building of eight holiday

to stress while Carol was put under immense

homes. The agreement was for the money to be

pressure, having to run the business and deal with

released in stages throughout construction. The first

the bank alone. Due to the bank’s refusal to explain

five houses would be built and then sold to fund the

its actions for a long time she blamed herself,

completion of the final three houses.

mistakenly believing she had missed something
vital. The business is still open, but the debt Carol

Problems first arose in a February 2009 review
meeting, where a senior manager from Yorkshire
Bank’s Special Property Department was extremely
rude about the centre and the development plan.
Even though the reasons for this attitude were
unclear they demanded a revaluation of the site.
The new valuation supported Carol’s assertion that
the business was a good investment. Despite this,
the bank called in the £870,000 balance of the loan
a few weeks later and refused to release necessary
funds for work done up to that point. No explanation
was ever given.

took on in order to survive and escape the bank is
still with her. The final phase of her development
plan, the profits of which were to serve as a pension
fund, still hasn’t begun. Carol’s retirement plans
have been ruined by her experience with Yorkshire
Bank.

“

Carol worked in the banking sector for
several years and actually used to sell loans
herself. This is not a case of someone

”

inexperienced being baffled by jargon. She's

The business would have gone under, but Carol was

savvy and tenacious but still fell victim to the

able to find a new lender, Handelsbanken, who were

bank.

prepared to take her on if the loan debt was

Legal Researcher, allSquare

significantly reduced first. This could only be
achieved if the first five houses were completed and

Case Study 2
Name:

Stephen Langan

Business: Property Portfolio
Location:

Lancashire

Bank:

Yorkshire Bank (a trading division of Clydesdale)

Period:

2005-2011

Yorkshire Bank pressurised Stephen for 18
months to switch from a variable to a fixed
rate loan. When he eventually agreed, his
monthly costs sky-rocketed. They ignored
his requests to make changes. The bank
then insisted that the product switch was
his idea and falsified documents to support
this. Stephen overpaid more than £200K to
the bank over the next 5 years. In 2011 the
bank decided to end their support, calling
in £2m and springing a surprise alleged
break cost of £244K – even though closing
the product early was their choice.
Stephen’s Story
Stephen had a good career in financial services and
started a small property development venture as a
sideline which eventually became successful enough
for him to step away from his main job. He bought his
first residential property in Cleveleys, Lancashire in
1999, partially funded with a loan from Yorkshire Bank.
He went on to purchase over 100 units with the help of
a £1.5m variable rate loan from Yorkshire Bank, as well
as borrowing from Paragon, another commercial lender.
The repayments were covered by rental income and his
plan was to eventually sell the properties and use the
proceeds to fund a comfortable pension.

crash of 2008, he ended up stranded, paying
cripplingly high interest charges. If the bank hadn’t
pressured him to change product, at this point he
would have benefitted from the lowest interest rates
on record.
His continued attempts to leave the loan were
unsuccessful, with the bank now changing tack and
claiming it was he who had requested the change. It
even created false documents to support this version
of events. Over a five-year period, his business was
crippled by overpayments of more than £200,000. In
2011 the bank stated it would no longer support his
business and demanded immediate repayment of the
loan, £2,100,000 plus a break cost of £244,000,
despite the early termination of the loan being its
decision. Stephen was unable to pay this, so the bank
had insolvency practitioners sell off his entire portfolio
at a significant loss. The financial instability then meant
his properties with Paragon went the same way. He
lost everything, including the house he lived in.

Consequences
Stephen has been financially ruined, and his dream of
a comfortable retirement is now gone. The toll on his
health, both mental and physical, has been extreme.
The stress of his ordeal triggered several serious

In 2005 Yorkshire Bank recommended that he change
his loans from variable to fixed rate, claiming that this
would protect him from, it suggested, almost certain
interest rate rises. Stephen, followed the markets and
had heard nothing to support this, so decided not to
change his loans. However, the bank continued to
apply pressure over the next 18 months. Eventually he
was coerced into moving two thirds of his borrowing to
a vastly more complicated fixed rate loan. The interest
charged on the new loan cost much more, but the
bank ignored Stephen’s attempts to change the deal.
He was also told that he would have to pay a large
break cost to exit the loan; something he hadn’t been
informed of during negotiations. Following the financial

conditions which have required emergency lifesaving
surgery. His condition remains chronic. Each of his
current misfortunes can be traced back to the bank’s

“

actions towards him.

It’s quite shocking to hear how the bank
manipulated and pressured Stephen into

”

changing the loan agreement to one that
would benefit them. The fallout from this
advice was catastrophic.

Legal Researcher, allSquare
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Case Study 3
Name:

Jan Sheward

Business: Castle Kitchens (food providers to major
supermarkets and major airlines)
Location:

West Sussex

Bank:

Clydesdale Bank (Yorkshire Bank providing
factoring)

Yorkshire Bank began to treat Jan with
hostility after she told them that she had
cancer in Spring 2008. Later that year,
they starved the business of essential
cashflow with no explanation. Jan
complained and Clydesdale Bank sent an
administrator to assess the business. The
bank ignored the administrators’
assessment, which sided with Jan, and
started selling off her business assets.
They took everything bar her home
despite the fact she’d never missed a loan
repayment and had plenty of business
coming in. Eventually they demanded full
repayment within a month, plus a huge
surprise break cost of £288K – even
though terminating the agreement was
their choice.
Jan’s Story

food for airlines, becoming a pioneer and leader in
this market, and securing contracts with at least ten
major airlines.
At this point, Jan felt that expansion and
development of the premises was the best way to
secure a successful future business model. With this
in mind, she negotiated a loan deal for £1,768,000
with Clydesdale Bank, in order to finance the
development work. Yorkshire Bank were in charge
of their factoring business – a step necessary due to
the delays in invoice payments typical of the airline
industry. The future looked bright, but things soon
changed.
In May 2008, Jan was diagnosed with cancer, and
when she informed the bank, rather than show
support, it became very hostile. Then, in autumn
2008, as the financial crisis began to take hold,
Yorkshire Bank refused to release Castle Kitchens’
factoring money, suddenly starving the business of

Jan started Castle Kitchens Limited with her

essential cashflow without explanation. Jan and the

daughter in 1991. Over the next five years, what

other directors (including her partner and son-in-law)

began as a local food retail business expanded,

had to rack up £300,000 of personal credit card debt

firstly into outside catering and then moving into the

to fulfil their obligations and survive the busy

production of food for private aircraft. The success

Christmas period.

of this new business model saw them expand again
in 2001, buying a six-acre poultry farm in West

In early 2009, Jan complained to Clydesdale and in

Sussex, which they named Castle Farm Estate. This

response an administrator was sent in to assess the

was owned by Jan and her daughter, with Jan and

situation. Despite the administrator siding with Jan,

her partner living in a cottage on the site. This move

Clydesdale ignored their advice and started selling

coincided with Jan winning a contract with Waitrose,

off Castle Kitchens’ assets. They could not touch

alongside providing catering services to the aviation

Castle Farm Estate, the most valuable asset, as it

industry.

was owned separately by Jan and her daughter, not
by the business. Nonetheless, the selling off of the

Later that year, their progress was hampered by the

other assets did severe damage and, despite the

impact of the 9/11 attacks on the airline industry,

fact plenty of business was still coming in and no

and Jan had to innovate to survive. She adapted her

loan repayments had been missed, Castle Kitchens

business to specialise in producing allergen-free

had to close down. Forty people lost their jobs.

Jan and her daughter set up another company,

Consequences

unbeknownst to the bank, maintaining the loan

After her ordeal with cancer, as well as that of her

payments with a much-reduced roster of clients,

son-in-law who was diagnosed with a brain tumour in

usually working 15-hour days. They sought to sell

2010/11 (and fortunately recovered), Jan set up a

Castle Farm Estate, their financial lifeline, before

charity to help other cancer patients. Her daughter

the bank called in the loan.

still works in the catering industry and doesn’t want

In February 2010 they ran out of time when the bank

to be named as it is her work that now funds the

demanded full repayment within a month. On top of

family. Jan’s partner suffered a severe breakdown

this, the bank demanded that a huge break cost of

due to the stress and alcohol related issues that

£288,000 was also paid. Jan knew nothing of such a
clause and the fact that it was the bank’s decision to
terminate the loan early only increased her
exasperation.
Unable to pay, a receiver was appointed, and the

“

sprang from this situation.

Jan’s business was very successful and the
way she was treated feels totally illogical.
Her story demonstrates how relentless and

asset sell-off began. Jan was evicted from her place

heartless Clydesdale Bank were to many

of work and her home and was forced to move in

customers at this time. It also illustrates

with her daughter and son-in-law. Clydesdale sold

something we’ve seen time and again…

the estate, which had been on the market for

a lack of clear explanation for many

£3million shortly beforehand, for £900k.

decisions.

It then attempted to take Jan’s daughter’s home, at
this time the family’s one remaining asset, to make
up the shortfall brought about by this low sale. In the
end, the bank relented in this particular pursuit, but
the long-term financial damage inflicted left Jan and
her family vulnerable to other, now hostile, creditors.
She and members of her family were again
threatened with losing their home and taken to court
a total of three times before their nightmare finally
came to an end in 2012.

This document is designed to be informative but is not
intended to constitute advice, whether legal, financial or
otherwise.
We make no warranties or representations about any of the
content (including, without limitation, the quality, accuracy,
completeness or fitness for any particular purpose of such
content).

”

Legal Researcher, allSquare

Visit: www.allsquare.co.uk
Together we can seek resolution.
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